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QUESTION 1

Which command can be used to recover the NBDB from the staging location? 

A. bprecover 

B. bprestore 

C. nbdb_restore 

D. nbdb_unload 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which volume pool must be manually created in NetBackup? 

A. NetBackup 

B. DataStore 

C. Scratch 

D. CatalogBackup 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which parameter in NetBackup Management > Host Properties must be modified to change the logging level to 5 for
client1.domain? 

A. Master Servers > [master_server_name] > Logging > Global logging level 

B. Clients > [client_name] > Logging > Global logging level 

C. Master Servers > [master_server_name] > Logging > Enable robust logging 

D. Clients > [client_name] > Logging > Enable robust logging 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A policy is created using the Standard policy type. The default settings are used. Linux hosts s1 and s2 are 

added in the client list and ALL_LOCAL_DRIVES is specified in the Backup Selection. 



Host s1 has the mount points listed below: 

/ /opt /usr 

/usr/home Host s2 has the mount points listed below: / /proc /tmp /usr How many streams will be created when the
policy runs for both clients? 

A. two 

B. four 

C. five 

D. eight 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator has an environment that runs over one thousand jobs a night. Some nights there are hundreds of jobs
queued waiting for a resource. Which action should the administrator take in the event that specific jobs need to run
when a resource next becomes available during that evening\\'s backup session? 

A. suspend the job and resume the job after changing the policy job priority 

B. change the job priority for the job in the policy 

C. increment the job priority in the activity monitor for the job 

D. cancel the job and restart the job after changing the policy job priority 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

How frequently does content router queue processing (CRQP) run, by default? 

A. every 6 hours 

B. every 12 hours 

C. every 24 hours 

D. every week 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A UNIX client has the mount points listed below: 



/var /usr /opt /home 

A backup policy for this client has "Allow multiple data streams" enabled and contains a backup selections list with the
ALL_LOCAL_DRIVES directive. It also contains an exclude list that excludes /home. What happens when this backup
policy runs? 

A. all backup jobs complete successfully 

B. backup jobs are created for all mount points except for /home 

C. the backup job for /home is partially successful because /home is excluded 

D. the backup job for /home fails because /home is excluded 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator needs to prevent users on all client systems from performing user-directed restores while ensuring they
are able to view the contents of all previous backup images. What should the administrator configure to accomplish this
goal? 

A. enable the Master Server Host Property - Browse timeframe for restores 

B. enable the Master Server Host Property for clients listed in the Client Attribute - Allow browse 

C. de-select the "Allow server file writes" parameter in the Host Properties of the Master Server 

D. de-select the "Allow client restore" parameter in the Host Properties of the Master Server 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

A NetBackup policy is configured to back up the following paths for a client: D:\stage E:\data E:\home 

F:\production 

Multistreaming is enabled for the backups, and multiplexing is set to 4. Backup streams are running slowly. 

Which step should the administrator consider to improve backup performance? 

A. increase the multiplexing level 

B. back up only one stream from each physical device on the client 

C. disable multistreaming 

D. increase the number of data buffers 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 10

What is the state of the catalog backup media after successful completion of a catalog recovery using the Catalog
Recovery Wizard? 

A. Suspended 

B. Active 

C. Imported 

D. Frozen 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which file contains LiveUpdate server configuration? 

A. pd.conf 

B. bp.conf 

C. nblu.conf 

D. vm.conf 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator must recover an expired image from a tape where only one remaining copy exists and there are other
unexpired images on the tape. How should the administrator ensure the image is retained? 

A. run the Images on Tape report 

B. run an import on the tape 

C. duplicate the unexpired images 

D. verify the tape 

Correct Answer: B 
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